
ZARA BCG MATRIX OF ZARA

Zara is the Spanish clothing brand, founded by visionary Rosalia Mera and Amancio Ortego in the Artexio Galicia, in It is
popular.

What are some similarities and differences? For Zara, its maternity wear and underwear are categorized in this
quadrant, as there are many competitors in the industry which are dominating the market, and Zara is unable to
make the space for itself. They designed it to help managers at large corporations decide which business units
they should invest in Mindtools. It is a decision making tool in order to balance the activities of a company
among those which make profits, those who ensure growth, those which constitute the future of the firm or
those who are its heritage. Stars These products help in generating the enough revenues for companies to be
known as profitable, but still have a chance for expanding as having star products. As at ZARA, these items
move quickly through the stores and are replaced often by fresh designs. In , Mintzberg and Ghoshal also
argued that BCG matrix is use useful way to select right product portfolio in accordance to market demand.
Dogs The products which are constantly underperforming, and consume more than generating return, are
considered as dog items. To do this, it will be used the operation strategy matrix, that defines on the vertical
side the performance objectives of the company and on the horizontal side the different areas in which
decisions can be made. It knows that the consumers want updated and new trends, and hence targets the
consumers exclusively on the basis of designs, and creativity Adam,  The BCG Matrix consists of four
categories based on the growth rate of the industry The clothing products are fairly standardized, non-complex
ZARA makes 40 percent of its own fabrics and produces more than half of its own clothes, rather than relying
on a hodgepodge of slow â€”moving suppliers. The information systems are the heart of the business model
which enables Knowledge Base Business Model of Zara Business model of Zara is complemented by high
degree of vertical integrations and systematic value chain model. According to this technique, businesses or
products are classified as low or high performers depending upon their market growth Everything starts to
change by industrial revolution, when development in technology Zara has greater visibility into the supply
chain which makes it responsive to the current market. It has 2 dimensions: market share and market growth.
Fashion denim, Fashion jersey, and unique collection of bags and accessories of Zara are the star items.
Superior relationship with suppliers helped Zara to decrease lead time to 14 days for any of their stores in the
world. The relentless introduction of new products in small quantities at fast speed and at affordable prices
seems to be the answer to the large scale customization requirements of the target customers. Rivalry among
competitors is a concern for apparel retailers. After reading The Matrix, and reading from Plato and Descartes,
I find that there are some similarities and differences Zara always try to decrease stock in order to avoid
fashion risk. High-growth, weak-competitive position business are called question mark. Emre Demirci Study
case  Analysis of market performance by firms using its principles has called its usefulness into question, and
it has been removed from some Ketsadayurat, S. First of all, we will determine why conceptual models are so
commonly used in strategic management. The first Zara store opened in and there are more than 1, Zara stores
around the world until now. Low High High Market Share Low The BCG model is based on the product life
cycle theory that can be used to determine what priorities should be given in the product portfolio of a
business unit. It classifies business portfolio into four categories based on industry attractiveness
Diversification strategy Diversification growth makes sense when good opportunities can be found outside the
present business. Question marks represent business units having low relative market share and located in a
high growth industry. Question Marks In product portfolio, there are products that have the low profitability
than star products and cash cow. Advantages of responsive supply chain of Zara?


